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WHY IS PERA IMPORTANT?

An initiative with the basic intent of:

- providing retirement income within a defined policy structure.

- institutionalizing long term savings

- developing the domestic capital market

Targeted for the broadest possible audience

- investors in the province

- OFWs and their respective families

- MM investors who may not be fully aware of their investment 

options.
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PERA OBJECTIVES

Build an organized framework for mobilizing retail saving 

through out the archipelago

Transform saving into investments

Defined tax benefits for all PERA investors and additional 

benefits for OFWs

Protect the investor against conflict of interest
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Participants of PERA – Regulatory Agencies

Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP)

Insurance Commission (IC)

Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC)

Roles

- Pre-qualify Administrator(s)

- Accredit Investment Manager

- BSP accredits Custodian

- Approves PERA products

- Prescribes minimum info on Risk disclosure.
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Participants of PERA - Contributor

Qualification

- Capacity to contract

- must have a TIN

PrivilegesPrivilegesPrivilegesPrivileges

---- Establish a PERA account with an administratorEstablish a PERA account with an administratorEstablish a PERA account with an administratorEstablish a PERA account with an administrator

---- Contribute a maximum P100k / year to be entitled to tax Contribute a maximum P100k / year to be entitled to tax Contribute a maximum P100k / year to be entitled to tax Contribute a maximum P100k / year to be entitled to tax 

credit.    credit.    credit.    credit.    

---- If married, the spouse can contribute the same amount. If married, the spouse can contribute the same amount. If married, the spouse can contribute the same amount. If married, the spouse can contribute the same amount. 

---- If OFW, the limit is P200K / year. If OFW, the limit is P200K / year. If OFW, the limit is P200K / year. If OFW, the limit is P200K / year. 

---- Spouse of OFW, P200K limit as well. Spouse of OFW, P200K limit as well. Spouse of OFW, P200K limit as well. Spouse of OFW, P200K limit as well. 

---- Employer can contribute to the PERA account but, Employer can contribute to the PERA account but, Employer can contribute to the PERA account but, Employer can contribute to the PERA account but, 

prerogative to invest is on the employee.   prerogative to invest is on the employee.   prerogative to invest is on the employee.   prerogative to invest is on the employee.   

---- Must invest at least 5 years or until age 55. Must invest at least 5 years or until age 55. Must invest at least 5 years or until age 55. Must invest at least 5 years or until age 55. 

---- May or may not have an investment managerMay or may not have an investment managerMay or may not have an investment managerMay or may not have an investment manager

---- Allowed to have 5 PERA accounts BUT w/ One Administrator Allowed to have 5 PERA accounts BUT w/ One Administrator Allowed to have 5 PERA accounts BUT w/ One Administrator Allowed to have 5 PERA accounts BUT w/ One Administrator 

only.  only.  only.  only.  
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Participants of PERA - Administrator

Roles

- Reports transactions to the contributor

- Administers PERA accounts 

- Educates the contributor (risks, options)

- Assesses the risk profile of contributor

- Document manager

- Financial manager, in-charge of asset 
valuation.

- Coordinates with the BIR 

- “conscience of the contributor”

RequirementsRequirementsRequirementsRequirements

---- Qualification Certificate from the Qualification Certificate from the Qualification Certificate from the Qualification Certificate from the 

Regulatory AgencyRegulatory AgencyRegulatory AgencyRegulatory Agency

---- Accreditation Certificated from the BIR.Accreditation Certificated from the BIR.Accreditation Certificated from the BIR.Accreditation Certificated from the BIR.

---- Can be a concurrent IM if it has a trust license.   Can be a concurrent IM if it has a trust license.   Can be a concurrent IM if it has a trust license.   Can be a concurrent IM if it has a trust license.   

---- Net worth of P100,000,000.00Net worth of P100,000,000.00Net worth of P100,000,000.00Net worth of P100,000,000.00

---- PLUS 1% increment of PERA assets.PLUS 1% increment of PERA assets.PLUS 1% increment of PERA assets.PLUS 1% increment of PERA assets.

---- Personnel equipped with expertise to perform  Personnel equipped with expertise to perform  Personnel equipped with expertise to perform  Personnel equipped with expertise to perform  

as administratoras administratoras administratoras administrator

---- System and technological requirementsSystem and technological requirementsSystem and technological requirementsSystem and technological requirements

---- CANNOT sell their products as PERA assets to CANNOT sell their products as PERA assets to CANNOT sell their products as PERA assets to CANNOT sell their products as PERA assets to 

their contributors. their contributors. their contributors. their contributors. 
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Participants of PERA – Investment Manager

Roles

- Makes decisions in behalf of the 
contributor.

- Not allowed to sell its own products and 
that of its affiliates.

Eligible entities that can be accredited as 
investment managers:

- Entities with trust license

- Investment Company Advisers 

RequirementsRequirementsRequirementsRequirements

---- possess sufficient experience and supervision possess sufficient experience and supervision possess sufficient experience and supervision possess sufficient experience and supervision 

and control procedures for the and control procedures for the and control procedures for the and control procedures for the 

conduct of investment management conduct of investment management conduct of investment management conduct of investment management 

functions functions functions functions 
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Participants of PERA – Custodian

Role (Cash custodian)

- Responsible for the safekeeping and disposal 
of cash fund from PERA accounts.

- Reports activity

Role (Securities Custodian) 

- Maintains custody of all securities, 
deposits, and other investments 
on instruction of administrator.

- Reports activity

RequirementsRequirementsRequirementsRequirements

---- Only banks or entities with trust license Only banks or entities with trust license Only banks or entities with trust license Only banks or entities with trust license 

can act as a custodian.can act as a custodian.can act as a custodian.can act as a custodian.
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Some Key Points

Being an Administrator AND the Investment Manager is not Being an Administrator AND the Investment Manager is not Being an Administrator AND the Investment Manager is not Being an Administrator AND the Investment Manager is not 

allowed except if the administrator has trust allowed except if the administrator has trust allowed except if the administrator has trust allowed except if the administrator has trust 

license. license. license. license. 

The investment management is not a sales function. The investment management is not a sales function. The investment management is not a sales function. The investment management is not a sales function. 

Administration is not a sales function. Administration is not a sales function. Administration is not a sales function. Administration is not a sales function. 

Investment manager is an option to investor. Investment manager is an option to investor. Investment manager is an option to investor. Investment manager is an option to investor. 

PERA aims to encourage savers to become investors in longer PERA aims to encourage savers to become investors in longer PERA aims to encourage savers to become investors in longer PERA aims to encourage savers to become investors in longer 

term instruments. term instruments. term instruments. term instruments. 

Investor protection is a fundamental concern.Investor protection is a fundamental concern.Investor protection is a fundamental concern.Investor protection is a fundamental concern.

The success of PERA should be treated as a public good. The success of PERA should be treated as a public good. The success of PERA should be treated as a public good. The success of PERA should be treated as a public good. 
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Tax Benefits - Contribution

On Contributions (P100K /  P200K)On Contributions (P100K /  P200K)On Contributions (P100K /  P200K)On Contributions (P100K /  P200K)

IF contributed by the individual:IF contributed by the individual:IF contributed by the individual:IF contributed by the individual:

Not deductible from income taxNot deductible from income taxNot deductible from income taxNot deductible from income tax

instead, a 5% tax credit. instead, a 5% tax credit. instead, a 5% tax credit. instead, a 5% tax credit. 

IF contributed by the employer:IF contributed by the employer:IF contributed by the employer:IF contributed by the employer:

Deductible from gross incomeDeductible from gross incomeDeductible from gross incomeDeductible from gross income

Not subject to Fringe Benefit Tax unless over the limit or emploNot subject to Fringe Benefit Tax unless over the limit or emploNot subject to Fringe Benefit Tax unless over the limit or emploNot subject to Fringe Benefit Tax unless over the limit or employee is yee is yee is yee is 

over 55 years old. over 55 years old. over 55 years old. over 55 years old. 

5% tax credit (?)5% tax credit (?)5% tax credit (?)5% tax credit (?)
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Tax Benefits – Investment Income

Income earned from investments and reinvestments is tax-exempt

20% final withholding tax on deposit and deposit substitutes.

Tax on interest income from long-term deposits and deposit substitutes

7.5% final tax on interest income of EFCDU

10% tax on cash dividends from domestic corporation

Capital Gains Tax on sale of stock in a domestic corporation

Regular income tax
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Tax Benefits – Investment Income

Non-income taxes (payable?)

Transaction tax on sales on shares in the stock exchange

VAT

DST

Donor’s Tax

Estate Tax

Income from excess of P100K/P200K contribution

Early withdrawals*
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Tax Benefits – Distribution

IF 5 years and 55 years old; or death; Not subject to income tax of recipient

IF less than 5 yrs and 55 yrs old (early withdrawal)

Tax credits and all unpaid taxes will be deducted from PERA assets. 

Donor’s taxes applicable

Early Withdrawal Exception

Transfer of PERA accounts to another Administrator

Hospitalization in excess of 30 days

Death or total disability of contributor 

Funds which did not enjoy tax incentives
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Business Opportunities – GAINS from PERA

REGULATORY AGENCIES

Additional revenues from accreditation, licensing, etc.

ADMINISTRATORS

- A new breed of service providers. 

- Employment opportunities

- Additional source of revenue
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Business Opportunities – GAINS from PERA

INVESTMENT MANAGERS

- Added service by institutions

- Opportunities for individuals 

CUSTODIAN

- Increased business activity 

- Additional source of revenue
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Business Opportunities – GAINS from PERA

CAPITAL MARKET

- Increased activity and demand

- Capital source 

CONTRIBUTOR

- Better understanding of investment options

- Better access to investment vehicles

- Less income tax from PERA investments

- Tax credit

- More investment opportunities
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Business Opportunities – Mutual Funds
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Business Opportunities – Mutual Funds
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“An invasion of armies can be resisted, 

but not an idea whose time has come.”

- Victor Hugo 


